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RESOURCE UPDATE FS-XXX. Forests of Maine, 2016. Forest Service August 2017. 1. This publication provides an
overview of the forest resources in MaineThe Maine Forest Service (MFS) will help you make the right choices for your
woodland. People who own woodland in Maine come to the MFS for answers toIn 1999, the Maine Forest Service
(MFS) and USDA Forest Services Forest Inventory and of forest land in Maine has remained stable since the
1970s.This website is your free forest information source for forest law, management, wildlife, pruning, timber
harvesting, taxes, forestry news, and much more.The North Maine Woods are part of the New England-Acadian forests
ecoregion. They are predominantly forestland consisting of mixed northern hardwoods and conifers, much of it
artificially planted after harvesting by the various landowners.Maine Forest Facts. Where are Maines forests? They are
everywhere: not only in the great North Woods lying beyond our towns and cities, but between ourExplore Maine
Forests. Ecological Reserve System Forest Resources. Fire Danger Arborist Purchase a Burn Permit Forest
Management Data CheckerDescription. This publication provides an overview of the forest resources in Maine based
upon inventories conducted by the U.S. Forest Service, ForestDescription. This publication provides an overview of the
forest resources in Maine based upon inventories conducted by the U.S. Forest Service, ForestForests for Maines Future
is committed to educating people about the contributions Maines millions of acres of forestland make to our economy,
ourDescription. The third 5-year annualized inventory of Maines forests was completed in 2013 after more than 3170
forested plots were measured. Maine containsThe forests in Maine are incredibly varied, ranging from coastal pitch pine
to northern hardwoods (maple, beech and birch), to majestic white pine, to theMaine contains an estimated 17.5 million
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acres of forest land (Table 1). The acreage of forest land has been quite stable since 1960, covering more than 89 percent
of the States total land area, excluding census water (Ferguson and Longwood 1960).The New England-Acadian forests
are a temperate broadleaf and mixed forest ecoregion that The seaboard lowlands of this region, which extends to
mid-coastal Maine, exhibits a more mild climate and has a somewhat distinct vegetation inAbout 90 percent of Maine is
forested, the highest percentage of any state. This includes some 12 million acres in the northern part of Maine where
few people live./issues-information/maines-forests/? In Maine, the most forested state in the country, the forests are
very young, some only decades old. Most of the state has been cut over three,Maines Forests. 2008. Resource Bulletin.
NRS-48. United States. Department of Agriculture. Forest. Service. Northern. Research Station
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